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To access Kering’s registered office

Address
40 rue de Sèvres, 75007 Paris, France

Metro stations
Saint- Placide (line 4)

Vaneau (line 10)
Sèvres- Babylone (line 12)

Duroc (line 13)

Buses
Lines 39- 68- 70- 83- 84- 87- 94

Car parks
14 rue de Babylone, 75007 Paris; 
33 rue Saint- Placide, 75006 Paris; 

171 boulevard Saint- Germain, 75006 Paris

To contact Kering

Postal address
Kering – Service Relations Actionnaires (Investor Relations Department)

40 rue de Sèvres, 75007 Paris, France

Telephone
Investor hotline: +33 (0)1 45 64 65 64

Email
Actionnaire@kering.com

For further information, visit the Group’s website:
www.kering.com (Finance / AGM section)

Shareholders are required to have an admission card or a share ownership certificate
and proof of identity to be admitted to the Annual General Meeting.

A shareholder who has already cast a postal vote, appointed a proxy or requested an admission card 
to attend the Annual General Meeting may not select another option.
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François- Henri Pinault.

Dear Shareholders,

2017 was a phenomenal year for Kering and for our
Houses in more ways than one. I know of no other group
of our scale that enjoyed such stellar annual growth. We
generated €3 billion in purely organic revenue growth in
the year, including €2.3 billion in Luxury alone. Our
recurring operating income jumped by over €1 billion and
our share price has reflected this performance, gaining
more than 84% over the year. Aside from this spectacular
performance and the remarkable development of Gucci’s
appeal on all of its markets, Saint Laurent continued
along its fast- paced growth trajectory, Bottega Veneta’s
redeployment continued, Balenciaga is in the process of
making good on its promise, and our other Luxury brands
also made headway. 2017 will be remembered as the
year in which we unequivocally demonstrated the
strength of our business model. It was the year that saw
Kering lifted to the world no. 2 position in our industry.
Our business model, which emphasises creative vision as
the core value of our brands, is influencing the entire
industry. 2017 was also the final year in our gradual
transformation into a Luxury pure player. In early
January 2018, we announced our intention to distribute
the bulk of our stake in PUMA to Kering shareholders,
subject to your approval at the forthcoming Annual
General Meeting. We have an extremely robust financial
structure and generate very strong levels of cash flow. We
considered it only fitting, therefore, that Kering
shareholders, who have supported us throughout the
years of PUMA’s recovery, should benefit directly from the
brand’s significant potential. PUMA’s growth trajectory is
only just beginning. Newly focused on our core assets, we
will increase the attention and resources we give to our
Houses, allowing them to further amplify growth and
value creation. Besides the inherent potential of each
brand, our capacity to outperform our markets is a result
of our integrated business model and ever deepening
synergies. We owe this success primarily to the Group’s
employees. Together, we have given tangible force to our
slogan “Empowering imagination”. We are giving free rein
to our imagination, key to both creation and execution.
As we enter a decisive stage in our transformation, we
remain convinced that our strategy, strengths and talents

are perfectly aligned with the trends in our markets.
Unforeseen global events resulting from political,
economic or financial risks could obviously impact our
performance. However, the complementary nature of our
Houses, our broad geographic footprint and diverse
customer base combined with our strength as an
integrated Group should allow us to outperform our
markets once again in 2018.

Message from 
the Chairman and CEO

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN AND CEO
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Kering Eyewear – A strategic partnership
with the Richemont group
On June 1, 2017, Kering announced the close of the
partnership deal agreed on March 21 between Kering
Eyewear and the Maison Cartier (owned by Compagnie
Financière Richemont) to develop the Eyewear category.
The strategic rationale behind the partnership is to join
forces and grow in scale to create a high- performing
platform for the development, manufacture and
worldwide distribution of Cartier eyewear.

Under the terms of the agreement, Richemont acquired a
minority stake in Kering Eyewear, a specialised company
fully dedicated to the eyewear activity of the 12 brands of
the Kering group (Gucci, Bottega Veneta, Saint Laurent,
Alexander McQueen, Brioni, Christopher Kane, McQ,
Stella McCartney, Tomas Maier, Boucheron, Pomellato
and PUMA). Kering Eyewear has also integrated the
Manufacture Cartier Lunettes entity in Sucy- en- Brie, France.

The Cartier 2018 Spring- Summer collection, which was
presented at the Silmo International Optics and Eyewear
Exhibition held in Paris between October 6 and 9, 2017,
marked the official launch of the partnership.

Manufacture Cartier Lunettes has been consolidated in the
Group’s financial statements since the second half of 2017.

Change in management and creative
responsibility – Other Luxury brands
On March 17, 2017, Kering announced the appointment
of Fabrizio Malverdi as CEO of Brioni. On June 15, 2017,
Kering announced the appointment of Nina- Maria Nitsche
as Brioni’s new Creative Director with responsibility for the
House’s collections and image.

On August 17, 2017, Kering announced the appointment
of Patrick Pruniaux as CEO of Swiss watchmaking House
Ulysse Nardin.

Appointment and corporate governance 
at Kering
On December 4, 2017, Kering announced that Grégory Boutté
had been appointed as Chief Client and Digital Officer and
a member of the Group’s Executive Committee. His
responsibilities are to lead the Group’s digital transformation
and drive the development of e- commerce, CRM and data
management.

Bond issue
On March 28, 2017, Kering carried out a €300 million issue
of ten- year bonds with a fixed- rate coupon of 1.50%. The
bonds were settled and delivered on April 5, 2017.

Kering in 2017

2017 highlights

KERING IN 2017
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Consolidated revenue for 2017 amounted to
€15,477.7 million, up 25.0% as reported and 27.2% based
on a comparable Group structure and exchange rates(1).
There was good growth momentum in both mature
markets, particularly Western Europe and North America
(up 32.3% and 22.9%, respectively, on a comparable
basis), and in emerging countries, especially Asia Pacific
excluding Japan (up 32.7% on a comparable basis). Japan
also delivered double- digit growth (up 10.9% on a
comparable basis).

• revenue generated by Kering’s Luxury activities in
2017 passed the €10 billion mark for the first time,
advancing 27.5% as reported and 29.9% on a comparable
basis to €10,795.8 million;

• 2017 revenue for the Sport & Lifestyle activities
totalled €4,381.9 million, a rise of 12.8% as reported
and 14.7% on a comparable basis.

Kering’s gross margin for 2017 amounted to €10,133 million,
up 30.1% on the previous year as reported.

Recurring operating income hit a record high this year,
up 56.3% as reported to €2,948.0 million.

• recurring operating income for Luxury activities
surged 50.4% as reported in 2017 to €2,911.0 million;

• recurring operating income for Sport & Lifestyle
activities virtually doubled year on year, up 98.1% to
€244.0 million in 2017.

Consolidated recurring operating margin advanced 
3.8 percentage points year on year to 19.0%.

Consolidated EBITDA(2) jumped 49.4% year on year to
€3,464.4 million in 2017, while the EBITDA margin
widened by 3.7 percentage points to 22.4%.

2017 business review

Kering’s main financial indicators are as follows:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Change

(in € millions)                                                                                                                                                     2017                         2016              Reported

Revenue                                                                                                                                               15,478                   12,385                +25.0%

EBITDA                                                                                                                                                    3,464                     2,318                +49.4%
EBITDA margin (as a % of revenue)                                                                                                        22.4%                       18.7%                  +3.7 pts

Recurring operating income                                                                                                         2,948                     1,886                +56.3%
Recurring operating margin (as a % of revenue)                                                                                 19.0%                       15.2%                  +3.8 pts

Net income attributable to owners of the parent                                                                 1,786                         814              +119.5%
o / w continuing operations excluding non- recurring items                                       2,002                     1,282                +56.2%

Gross operating investments (1)                                                                                                        752                         611                +23.1%

Free cash flow from operations (2)                                                                                                2,318                     1,189                +94.9%

Net debt (3)                                                                                                                                             3,049                     4,371                 - 30.2%

Average number of employees (full time equivalent)                                                       38,596                   35,877                   +7.6%

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Change
Per share data (in €)                                                                                                                                       2017                         2016              Reported

Earnings per share attributable to owners of the parent                                                        14.17                       6.46             +119.3%
o / w continuing operations excluding non- recurring items                                             15.89                     10.17               +56.2%

Dividend per share (4)                                                                                                                          6.00                       4.60               +30.4%

(1) Purchases of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets.
(2) Net cash flow from operating activities less net acquisitions of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets.
(3) As defined by CNC recommendation No. 2009- R- 03 of July 2, 2009, net debt comprises gross borrowings, including accrued interest, less cash and cash

equivalents. It includes fair value hedging instruments recorded in the statement of financial position relating to bank borrowings and bonds whose interest
rate risk is fully or partly hedged as part of a fair value relationship.

(4) Subject to the approval of the Annual General Meeting to be held on April 26, 2018.

KERING IN 2017

(1) The difference between the 25.0% increase in revenue as reported and the 27.2% increase in revenue on a comparable basis (constant scope and exchange
rates) stems from the 2.2% negative impact of foreign exchange rates.

(2) EBITDA: recurring operating income plus net recurring charges to depreciation, amortisation and provisions on non-current operating assets recognised in
recurring operating income.
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Other non- recurring operating income and expenses
represented a net expense of €241.7 million in 2017
versus a net expense of €506.0 million one year earlier.
The cost of net debt was unchanged from 2016, at
€128.2 million. Net finance costs totalled €242.6 million,
versus €201.8 million one year earlier. The effective tax
rate came out at 24.0%.

Net income attributable to owners of the parent
soared 119.5% over the year to €1,785.6 million. Net
income from continuing operations (excluding
non- recurring items) attributable to owners of the
parent topped the €2 billion mark, at €2,001.9 million.

Earnings per share amounted to €14.17 in 2017, up
from €6.46 in the prior year.

The generation of free cash flow from operations is a
key financial objective for the Group. The Group’s free
cash flow from operations totalled €2,318.3 million in
2017, almost double the 2016 figure, after taking into
account capital spending, which was maintained at
around 5% of consolidated revenue. The bulk of this cash
flow was devoted to reducing the Group’s net debt,
which totalled €3,048.6 million as of December 31, 2017,
representing a decrease of €1,322.1 million compared
with the previous year- end. This corresponds to a
leverage ratio of 0.9x EBITDA.

Lastly, the forthcoming Annual General Meeting will be
asked to approve a cash dividend of €6.00 per share for
2017, up 30.4% year on year.

KERING IN 2017
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KERING IN 2017
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dividend per share 
(in €)

Equity and 
debt-to-equity ratio* 
(in € millions and in %)

Free cash flow from operations (1)

(in € millions)

36.5%

24.1%
2016

* Net debt / equity.

11,964

2017 12,626

2016 1,189

2017 2,318

Net debt
(in € millions)

2016 4,371

2017 3,049

Solvency ratio
(Net debt/EBITDA)

2016 1.89

2017 0.88

2016 814

2017 1,786

2016 4.60

2017(2) 6.00

2015 4.00

(1) Net cash flow from operating activities less net acquisitions of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets.
(2) Subject to the approval of the Annual General Meeting to be held on April 26, 2018.

Net income attributable to owners
of the parent
(in € millions)
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Luxury 92%

Sport & Lifestyle 8%

€3.2 bn

revenue breakdown 
by activity(1)

Recurring operating income
Breakdown by activity(2)

Recurring operating income 
change and margin

                                              Recurring     Reported               Recurring
                                              operating        change               operating
(in € millions)                         income            (in %)         margin (in %)

Luxury                                     2,911      + 50.4%                 27.0%
Sport & Lifestyle                       244      + 98.1%                   5.6%
Corporate and other             (207)       - 19.7%                           -

Group                                      2,948      + 56.3%                  19.0%

Revenue breakdown and comparable change by region

Group revenue
2017 vs 2016 comparable change, in %

Luxury 71%

Sport & Lifestyle 29%
€15.2 bn

33% of revenue
change: +32%

Western Europe
North America
Japan

 Asia Pacific
 Other countries

27% of revenue
change: +33%

11% of revenue
change: +23%

8% of revenue
change: +11%

21% of revenue
change: +23%

Luxury
activities +30%

Sport &
Lifestyle
activities

+15%

Group +27%

(1) Excluding corporate and other, with revenue of €300 million in 2017.
(2) Excluding corporate and other.
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Payment of an exceptional dividend 
in the form of PUMA shares
At its January 11, 2018 meeting, Kering’s Board of
Directors decided to also ask shareholders at the Annual
General Meeting of April 26, 2018 to approve the payment
of a stock dividend in the form of PUMA SE (“PUMA”) shares
representing 70.40% of PUMA’s shares outstanding, out of
the 86.25% owned by the Group as of December 31, 2017.
Upon completion of this operation, Kering would retain
2,368,558 PUMA shares, or 15.85% of its outstanding share
capital and voting rights. If this stock dividend is approved,
the ex- dividend date will be May 14, 2018 before market,
and the payment date will be May 16, 2018.

This operation should enable Kering to reinforce its position
as a pure player in Luxury, with a higher- margin profile,
and position the Group as a leader on its sector. Kering is
aiming to continue to grow and develop its Luxury

Houses in Couture and Leather Goods, Watches and Jewelry,
by leveraging its strong cash flow generation and robust
financial position.

Following the payment of this PUMA stock dividend, Kering
shareholders should benefit directly from the value- creation
potential of one of the world’s most iconic sports brands.
As a result, PUMA’s free float would be enhanced and the
brand would benefit from greater visibility on the financial
markets. Building on its strong creativity and capacity for
innovation, PUMA is continuing to roll out Forever Faster, its
transformation plan which is beginning to produce tangible
results. The brand is seeing sustained revenue growth and
an improvement in its profitability. Its management team
will continue to fully support this strategy to leverage all
of the brand’s growth potential and profitability.

Payment of a cash dividend
At its February 12, 2018 meeting, the Board decided to
ask shareholders to approve a €6.00 per share cash
dividend for 2017 at the Annual General Meeting to be
held to approve the financial statements for the year
ended December 31, 2017.

An interim cash dividend of €2.00 per share was paid on
January 17, 2018 pursuant to a decision by the Board of
Directors on December 14, 2017.

The total cash dividend payout in 2018 would thus
amount to €757.7 million.

Kering’s goal is to maintain well- balanced payout ratios
bearing in mind, on the one hand, changes in net income
from continuing operations (excluding non- recurring
items) attributable to owners of the parent and, on the
other hand, the amount of available cash flow.

KERING IN 2017

Dividend
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DIVIDEND PER SHARE (IN €) PAYOUT RATIOS

* Subject to the approval of the Annual General Meeting.

2016 4.60

2017* 6.00

2015 4.00

2014 4.00

2013 3.75

* Subject to the approval of the Annual General Meeting.
** Reported data, not restated.

% of attributable recurring net income, 
from continuing operations

% of available cash flow

2014

2015

2016

2017* 37.8%
35.6%

2013** 38.5%
64.0%

42.9%
59.4%

49.6%
102.2%

45.3%
57.1%
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It should be noted that the net capital gain or loss that
will be ultimately realised in Kering’s consolidated
financial statements as of June 30, 2018 will depend on
the PUMA share price at the dividend payment date, i.e.,
the share price as of May 16, 2018, as well as changes in
PUMA’s net carrying amount between December 31, 2017
and May 16, 2018, including the impact of movements in
the exchange rates to which PUMA is exposed in
conducting its business.

The future classification and accounting treatment
applicable to the interest retained in PUMA recorded
within non- current assets will be determined based on
PUMA’s governance arrangements, to be finalised upon
completion of the operation:

• in accordance with IFRS 9 applicable as of January 1, 2018,
if no significant influence can be demonstrated, the
interest retained in PUMA will be shown within
“Available- for- sale financial assets” and remeasured to fair
value, either directly against equity (other comprehensive
income) or against financial income / loss, until that
interest is sold;

• if significant influence can be demonstrated, the interest
retained in PUMA will be shown within “Investments in
equity-accounted companies” for an amount relating
to the Group’s share in equity and net income.

PUMA share price 
from Jan. 1, 2018 to Jan. 31, 2018                                                                                                                                                           Net gain (loss) (in € millions)

High: €363.50 (Jan. 5, 2018)                                                                                                                                                                        322.4
Average: €341.54                                                                                                                                                                                             51.0
Low: €318.50 (Jan. 12, 2018)                                                                                                                                                                    (233.8)

Payment of an exceptional dividend 
in the form of PUMA shares
At its January 11, 2018 meeting, Kering’s Board of Directors
decided to ask shareholders at the Annual General Meeting
of April 26, 2018 held to approve the financial statements
for the year ended December 31, 2017, to approve the
payment of an exceptional stock dividend in the form of
PUMA SE (“PUMA”) shares, with the allocation of 1 PUMA
share for 12 Kering shares held. If this stock dividend is
approved, the ex- dividend date will be May 14, 2018
before market, and the payment date will be May 16, 2018.
Upon completion of this operation, Kering would retain
15.85% of PUMA’s shares outstanding and voting rights.
The main consequence of this distribution of PUMA
shares will be that Kering will cease to exercise control
over PUMA as of the dividend payment date.

This loss of control over PUMA results from a decision
taken after the end of the reporting period and after Kering’s
Board of Directors had considered the various scenarios
for selling or distributing the Group’s stake in PUMA,
based on favourable market conditions at this date.
Accordingly, this transaction does not meet the criteria

set out in IFRS 5. However, in accordance with IAS 10.21 and
10.22 (a) on material events after the reporting period,
the estimated main impacts of this future loss of control
over PUMA would be:

• the recognition of a capital gain or loss net of current
and deferred taxes equal to (i) the number of PUMA
shares distributed, multiplied by the PUMA share price
as of May 16, 2018, the dividend payment date, less (ii)
the share in the consolidated net carrying amount of
PUMA as of this date, including transaction fees net of tax;

• the recognition of a capital gain or loss net of deferred
taxes as a result of remeasuring the interest retained in
PUMA at the opening price for PUMA shares as of
May 16, 2018.

For example, based on the PUMA share price as of
December 29, 2017 and a consolidated net carrying
amount for PUMA as of December 31, 2017, the net capital
gain realised would total €316.2 million. However, taking
into account PUMA share price volatility in January 2018, the
net capital gain or loss would fluctuate as shown below:

Subsequent events

KERING IN 2017
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Positioned in structurally high- growth markets, Kering
enjoys very solid fundamentals and a balanced portfolio
of complementary, high- potential brands with clearly
focused priorities.

As in 2017, the Group’s Luxury activities will focus on
achieving same- store revenue growth in 2018 while
ensuring a targeted and selective expansion of their store
network. In parallel, they will leverage all aspects of their
businesses in order to durably strengthen operating
margins.

In the Group’s Sport & Lifestyle activities, PUMA expects to
deliver another year of strong growth in revenue and
recurring operating margin. If Kering’s shareholders approve
the resolution that will be put to them at the Annual
General Meeting to pay an exceptional dividend in the
form of 70.40% of PUMA’s shares outstanding, the Group’s
exposure to this business will automatically be reduced.

The Group’s operating environment remains unsettled –
from both an economic and a geopolitical standpoint –
and is exposed to events that could influence consumer
trends and tourism flows.

In addition, the recent currency fluctuations – especially
for the euro, which has gained ground against most other
currencies – may weigh on the Group’s performance
indicators.

Against this backdrop, during the course of 2018 the Group
will continue to implement the measures it successfully
actioned in 2017, namely rigorously managing and
allocating resources in order to further enhance operating
performance, keep up a high level of cash flow generation
and grow its return on capital employed.

Outlook

(in € millions)                                                                                                                                   2017                       PUMA                        Other                         2017
                                                                                                                                                  Reported           contribution           adjustments               Pro forma

Revenue                                                                                                             15,477.7             (4,151.7)                                           11,326.0
Cost of sales                                                                                                     (5,344.7)                2,208.1                                           (3,136.6)
Gross margin                                                                                                   10,133.0             (1,943.6)                                             8,189.4
Payroll expenses                                                                                             (2,443.6)                   545.6                                           (1,898.0)
Other recurring operating income and expenses                                    (4,741.4)                1,154.1                     (0.5)             (3,587.8)
Recurring operating income                                                                           2,948.0                 (243.9)                     (0.5)               2,703.6

The expected impact of the loss of control over PUMA on
the operating lines of the consolidated income statement
can be seen in the 2017 pro forma consolidated income
statement set out below for illustrative purposes only.
This pro forma consolidated income statement was

drawn up based on the accounting records used to
prepare the consolidated financial statements of Kering
SA for the year ended December 31, 2017, and simulates
the impacts of the loss of control over PUMA as though
the operation had taken place as of January 1, 2017:

10 Kering ~ Notice of meeting 2018
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• for holders of registered shares, please request your
admission card directly from:

CACEIS Corporate Trust
“Assemblées générales centralisées” 

14 rue Rouget de Lisle 
92862 Issy- les- Moulineaux Cedex 9, France

• for holders of bearer shares, please request your admission
card from the financial intermediary who manages your
Kering shares. After having sent your share ownership
certificate to CACEIS Corporate Trust, your financial
intermediary will request that an admission card be
sent to you.

If by April 24, 2018 at 12 a.m. midnight, Central European
Time, you have not received an admission card, the
financial intermediary managing your Kering shares can
directly issue you a share ownership certificate.

• by internet, for both holders of registered and bearer shares,
please refer to the section below “Using the online
voting website VOTACCESS”.

HOW TO OBTAIN YOUR ADMISSION CARD
IF YOU WISH TO AttEND THE Annual General Meeting

• for holders of registered shares, your shares must be
entered in the share register by Tuesday, April 24, 2018
at 12 a.m. midnight, Central European Time;

• for holders of bearer shares, you must have the financial
intermediary who manages your Kering shares draw up
a share ownership certificate evidencing the entry of your
shares in the bearer share accounts by Tuesday,
April 24, 2018 at 12 a.m. midnight, Central European
Time.

CONDItiONS FOR PARtiCIPAtiON

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Shareholders are required to have an admission card or a share ownership certificate 
and proof of identity to be admitted to the Annual General Meeting.

How to participate 
in the Annual General Meeting

11Notice of meeting 2018 ~ Kering
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Kering, by the very nature of its activities, is committed to
meeting the challenge of protecting resources on a daily
basis.

That is why, for its Annual General Meeting, Kering offers
its shareholders the tools to help them join the Company
in its sustainability efforts: making documents relating to
the Annual General Meeting available on the Company’s
website, e- notice, and online voting. In addition, as every
year, the information regarding Kering’s Annual General
Meeting can be found on its website.

Documents available 
on the Company’s website
The documents relating to the Annual General Meeting
provided to shareholders in accordance with the
provisions of the French Commercial Code may be
viewed online or downloaded from the Company’s
website: www.kering.com (Finance / AGM section).

Sign up for e- notice
Since 2010, Kering has allowed its holders of registered
shares to sign up for e- notice, i.e., to receive the notice of
meeting by email.

Opting for e- notice is a simple, fast, secure and cost-efficient
way to receive the notice of meeting. By doing so, you help
us protect the environment and reduce the environmental
impact of printing and sending hard copies of the notice
of meeting by post.

Support our sustainability efforts

• for holders of registered shares, please return the
proxy / postal vote form attached to this convening
notice to:

CACEIS Corporate Trust 
“Assemblées générales centralisées” 

14 rue Rouget de Lisle 
92862 Issy- les- Moulineaux Cedex 9, France

• for holders of bearer shares, please request the
proxy / postal vote form from the financial intermediary
who manages your Kering shares and return the
completed form to him / her. The financial intermediary
will then send the form with your share ownership
certificate to CACEIS Corporate Trust.

Proxy / postal vote forms must be received by CACEIS
Corporate Trust by April 23, 2018 at the latest.

In accordance with the applicable regulations:

• you may not return a form both appointing a proxy
and casting a postal vote;

• if you have already cast a postal vote, appointed a proxy
or requested an admission card or share ownership
certificate to attend the Annual General Meeting,
you may not select another option.

To receive a proxy / postal vote form, as well as the
accompanying documents, your request should be
submitted at least six days before the Annual General
Meeting.

Send your request to:

Kering
Service des Relations Actionnaires
(Investor Relations Department) 

40 rue de Sèvres, 75007 Paris, France
Or

CACEIS Corporate Trust
“Assemblées générales centralisées” 

14 rue Rouget de Lisle, 
92862 Issy- les- Moulineaux Cedex 9, France

• in accordance with the applicable regulations, notifications
of the appointment and cancellation of proxies can also
be given electronically, by following the instructions
given on the Company’s website: www.kering.com
(Finance / AGM section).

HOW TO APPOINT A PROXY OR CAST A POSTAL VOTE

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
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To sign up for e- notice (effective for Annual General
Meetings after April 26, 2018), you can simply:

• fill in the reply slip on the e- notice form attached to this
notice of meeting (which can also be downloaded from the
Company’s website www.kering.com (Finance / AGM
section), sign, date and return it promptly by post or
email to actionnaire@kering.com; or

• log on directly to the “e- consent” section of the OLIS
Actionnaire website (https://www.nomi.olisnet.com).

If you have already opted for e- notice but continue to
receive a hard copy, your request was either incomplete or
illegible. In this case, please renew your request according
to the above procedure.

Participation and voting procedures
To exercise your voting rights, you may choose between
the three following participation procedures:

• give proxy to the Chairman of the Meeting or any
individual or legal entity;

• cast a postal vote; or

• attend the Meeting in person.

There are two ways of selecting your participation and
voting procedure:

• by using the online voting website VOTACCESS (follow
the instructions below); or

• by using the proxy form (follow the instructions on
page 14).

Using the online voting website VOTACCESS
Holders of Kering’s registered and bearer shares can use
the VOTACCESS voting website to submit their voting
instructions online.

To access the VOTACCESS website, which will be open
from March 29, 2018 to April 25, 2018 at 3 p.m. (Central
European Time) in order to give proxy to the Chairman
or any other individual or legal entity, cast a vote or
request an admission card:

• holders of REGISTERED SHARES:

- holders of DIRECT REGISTERED SHARES: simply log
on to CACEIS Corporate Trust’s OLIS- Actionnaire
website at https://www.nomi.olisnet.com, with your
login and password and follow the instructions;

- holders of ADMINISTERED REGISTERED SHARES:
you will have received a first letter with your client
reference number from CACEIS Corporate Trust, and,
48 hours later, a second letter with your login. Using
these access codes, you can create a password on the
OLIS Actionnaire website (https://www.nomi.olisnet.com)
then log on to the website and follow the instructions.

• holders of BEARER SHARES:

- if the financial institution managing your account is a
member of the VOTACCESS(1) system and you hold at
least one share, simply log on to the financial
institution’s website with your usual login and
password, then click on the icon that appears on the
line corresponding to your Kering shares and follow
the on- screen directions to confirm your instructions,

- if the financial institution managing your account is
not a member of the VOTACCESS website, and provided
you hold at least one share, you may enter your
instructions on the OLIS Actionnaire website at
https://www.nomi.olisnet.com, by first informing
the financial institution managing the account of
your intention to vote online and giving your email
address. The financial institution will send the
information and the share ownership certificate to
CACEIS Corporate Trust which will then send you your
login by post and a password by email.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

(1) The financial institution managing your account may specify certain terms and conditions of use for accessing the VOTACCESS system on its website. Accordingly,
holders of bearer shares who wish to use this service are advised to contact the financial institution managing their account for details on such terms and conditions.
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If you wish to submit written questions to the Chairman of the Board of Directors, send them, accompanied by a share
registration certificate, to the registered office by registered letter with return receipt, or by email:
actionnaire@kering.com, by the fourth business day before the meeting, i.e., Friday, April 20, 2018 at the latest.

HOW TO fiLL IN YOUR FORM

HOW TO FILL IN YOUR FORM

A B

1

1

2 3

3To cast a postal vote: tick here

• to vote YES to a resolution, leave the box blank
next to the resolution number concerned;

• to vote NO to or abstain from a resolution, fill in
the box next to the resolution number concerned.

If you wish to attend the Annual
General Meeting in person
and require an admission card: 
tick box A.

If you are unable to attend 
the Annual General Meeting
and you wish to cast a postal vote or
appoint a proxy: see box 1, 2 or 3 below. 

For holders of bearer shares, 
remember to attach the share ownership
certificate provided 
by your financial intermediary.

Whatever option you
choose, remember to date
and sign the form here.

Add your full name and
address here or check them if
they already appear.

2 To appoint the Chairman 
as proxy: tick here
and date and sign the bottom 
of the form.

To appoint any individual 
or legal entity of your choice
as proxy, to represent you at
the Annual General Meeting:
tick here 
and complete the information
pertaining to this person (or to
the representative if you appoint
a legal entity).

A
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AGENDA FOR THE ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

1. Approval of the parent company financial statements
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017;

2. Approval of the consolidated financial statements for
the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017;

3. Appropriation of net income for 2017 and setting of
the dividend;

4. Renewal of the term of office of Yseulys Costes as a
Director;

5. Renewal of the term of office of Daniela Riccardi as a
Director;

6. Approval of the remuneration paid or awarded to
François- Henri Pinault, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017;

7. Approval of the remuneration paid or awarded to
Jean- François Palus, Group Managing Director, for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 2017;

8. Approval of the principles and criteria for
determining, allocating and awarding fixed, variable
and exceptional components making up total
remuneration and benefits in kind granted to
François- Henri Pinault, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer;

9. Approval of the principles and criteria for
determining, allocating and awarding fixed, variable
and exceptional components making up total
remuneration and benefits in kind awarded to
Jean- François Palus, Group Managing Director:

10. Authorisation to be given to the Board of Directors to
trade in the Company’s shares;

11. Powers for formalities.

The shareholders are invited to attend an Ordinary General Meeting 
on Thursday April 26, 2018 at 3 p.m., at Kering’s registered office – 40, rue de Sèvres, 75007 Paris

in order to deliberate on the following agenda:

Agenda for 
the Ordinary General Meeting
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First resolution

Approval of the parent company financial statements
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings and
having reviewed:

• the Management Report of the Board of Directors for
the year ended December 31, 2017;

• the Report on Corporate Governance of the Board of
Directors (accompanying the Management Report);

• the Statutory Auditors’ report on the parent company
financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2017;

• the Statutory Auditors’ reports on the performance of
their duties in 2017.

The Annual General Meeting approves the parent company
financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2017,
including the balance sheet, the income statement and the
notes, as presented, showing net income of €3,914,991,560.20,
as well as the transactions represented in those statements
and summarised in those reports.

Second resolution

Approval of the consolidated financial statements 
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings and
having reviewed:

• the Board of Directors’ report on the Group’s management
presented in the Management Report for the year ended
December 31, 2017 pursuant to Article L. 233- 26 of the
French Commercial Code (Code de commerce);

• the Statutory Auditors’ report on the consolidated financial
statements for the year ended December 31, 2017.

The Annual General Meeting approves the consolidated financial
statements for the year ended December 31, 2017, including
the statement of financial position, the income statement
and the notes, as presented, as well as the transactions
represented in those statements and summarised in
those reports.

The purpose of the first and second resolutions is to
approve the parent company financial statements and
the consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 2017, showing net income of
€3,915 million and net income attributable to owners of
the parent of €1,786 million, respectively.

Details of the parent company and consolidated financial
statements are provided in the 2017 Reference Document.

The purpose of the third resolution is to approve the
appropriation of net income and the distribution of a
dividend of €6 per share.

It is proposed that the Company pays a cash dividend of
€4 per share to its shareholders in addition to the interim
dividend of €2 per share paid on January 17, 2018.

In addition, the Board of Directors proposes to the
Annual General Meeting the payment of an exceptional
stock dividend in the form of PUMA shares, based on one
PUMA share for twelve Kering shares carrying dividend
rights.

The ex- dividend date for the dividend for fiscal year 2017
will be May 14, 2018 and the dividend will be paid in
cash as from May 16, 2018 on positions closed as of the
evening of May 15, 2018.

1st to 3rd Resolutions: Approval of the 2017 financial statements, 
appropriation of net income and setting of the dividend

Purpose

Draft resolutions

Ordinary resolutions

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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• that in light of the interim dividend of two (2) euros per
share, which had an ex- dividend date of January 15, 2018
and was paid on January 17, 2018 as part of the
dividend for fiscal year 2017, the additional cash dividend
to be paid for fiscal year 2017 amounts to four (4) euros
per share;

• that, in addition, a stock dividend will be paid, based on
one (1) PUMA share for twelve (12) Kering shares held,
under the conditions set out above;

• that the stock dividend and the cash dividend remaining
to be paid will have an ex- dividend date of May 14, 2018
and a payment date of May 16, 2018;

• that the total cash dividend amount estimated at
€757,675,932 (corresponding to the interim dividend
and the additional cash dividend) was calculated based

on the number of Kering shares eligible for the dividend,
namely 126,279,322, corresponding to the number of
Kering shares at December 31, 2017;

• that the maximum number of PUMA shares to be allocated
is to be calculated based on the number of Kering
shares eligible for an additional stock dividend, namely
126,279,322, corresponding to the number of Kering
shares at December 31, 2017;

• that if the number of Kering shares eligible for the
additional cash dividend and the stock dividend is in fact
lower than 126,279,322, the corresponding amounts
will be maintained in retained earnings, and the number
of PUMA shares actually allocated will be reduced
accordingly (taking into account the distribution ratio used);

Appropriation to retained earnings                                                                                 (=)     The balance, the amount of which will be
                                                                                                                                                                    recorded by the Board of Directors. 

A stock dividend in the form of PUMA shares, based on one (1) PUMA
share for twelve (12) Kering shares carrying dividend rights. The total
number of PUMA shares to be allocated will be capped at 10,523,276
shares. For the appropriation of net income, the shares allocated will be
valued at the opening price of the PUMA share on the Xetra trading venue
in Frankfurt on the dividend payment date, i.e., on May 16, 2018.

(- ) A sum equal to (i) the number of 
PUMA shares distributed (whether

allocated to shareholders or sold owing
to fractional shares) multiplied by (ii) 

the opening price of the PUMA share on
the Xetra trading venue in Frankfurt 

on May 16, 2018, which will be recorded
by the Board of Directors.

The Annual General Meeting resolves:

• to appropriate the distributable net income of €6,327,506,786.73 as follows:

Net income for the year                                                                                                                                                       €3,914,991,560.20

Appropriation to the legal reserve (1)                                                                                                                                                                   -

Retained earnings before appropriation                                                                         (+)                                            €2,412,515,226.53

Distributable net income                                                                                                   (=)                                             €6,327,506,786.73

(1) The amount of the legal reserve having reached 10% of the share capital.

Distribution of dividends                                                                                                                                                                               

A cash dividend of six (6) euros per share, corresponding to an interim                 (- )                                                     €757,675,932
dividend of two (2) euros per share paid on January 17, 2018, 
and an additional dividend of four (4) euros per share                                                    

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

Third resolution

Appropriation of net income for 2017 
and setting of the dividend

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings and
having reviewed:

• the Board of Directors’ report; and

• the Statutory Auditors’ report;

• the press release, published prior to this Annual General
Meeting, outlining the terms and conditions of the proposal
(the “Proposal”) to distribute a PUMA SE (“PUMA”) stock
dividend; and

• the opinion of the Company’s Works Council on the
Proposal dated January 16, 2018.

The Annual General Meeting notes that the financial
statements for the year ended December 31, 2017 as
approved by this Meeting, show (i) net income of
€3,914,991,560.20, (ii) that no further charge to the legal
reserve is required as it already amounts to 10% of the
share capital, and (iii) retained earnings before appropriation
of €2,412,515,226.53, resulting in distributable net
income of €6,327,506,786.73.
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The Annual General Meeting gives the Board of Directors
full powers, which may be delegated to the Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer and the Group Managing Director, 
to take any measures necessary to carry out the
transactions outlined in this resolution, perform the
necessary calculations and adjustments, particularly in

relation to the distribution ratio, deduct the exact
amount of the exceptional dividend from net income for
the year and retained earnings and, if necessary, sell any
unallocated PUMA shares, and more generally undertake
any action deemed appropriate or necessary.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Distributions
                                                                                                            Number of shares                Dividend                              Total                       qualifying for the
Fiscal year                                                                             carrying dividend rights               per share             (in € millions)                              40% tax relief

2014                                                                                       126,266,490                       €4                       505.1                                           €4
2015                                                                                       126,279,322                       €4                       505.1                                           €4
2016                                                                                       126,279,322                 €4.60                       580.9                                     €4.60

• that Kering shareholders whose shares have been recorded
in the accounts in their name at the end of the trading
day preceding the date of payment, i.e., May 15, 2018
(after taking into account the orders executed during
the day of May 11, 2018, for which the settlement / delivery
will occur on May 15, 2018) will be entitled to receive
the additional cash dividend and stock dividend in the
form of PUMA shares;

• that rights forming fractional shares are neither tradable
nor assignable. As a consequence, if the allocation to which
a shareholder is entitled is not, due to the distribution
ratio, a whole number of PUMA shares (i.e. a holding of
Kering shares lower than 12 or which does not correspond
to a multiple of 12), the shareholder will receive the
number of PUMA shares immediately below this number,
together with a cash payment for the balance, the
amount of which will be calculated pro rata the price at
which the shares corresponding to the fractional
shares will have been sold;

• that, for the purposes of appropriating net income, the
PUMA shares allocated on this basis will be valued at
the opening price of the PUMA share on the Xetra
trading venue in Frankfurt on May 16, 2018;

• that the amount corresponding to the exceptional
dividend, i.e., the number of PUMA shares distributed
(whether distributed to shareholders or sold due to
fractional shares) multiplied by the opening share price on
the Xetra trading venue in Frankfurt on May 16, 2018,
will be deducted first from net income for the year and, for
any surplus, from retained earnings, on the understanding
that the total amount of the exceptional PUMA stock
dividend may not exceed the total amount of net income
for the year and retained earnings less the amount of the
distribution of the ordinary dividend for the year of 
six (6) euros per share (representing an amount 
of €5,569,830,854.73);

• that if, on the basis of the opening price of the PUMA share
on the Xetra trading venue in Frankfurt on May 16, 2018,
the distribution amount exceeds the authorised cap,
the Board of Directors will have full powers to adjust
the aforementioned distribution ratio to ensure that
the amount distributed does not exceed the cap.

The Annual General Meeting formally notes that:

• any Kering shares held in treasury on the dividend
payment date will not be eligible for the distributions
outlined in this resolution; that, in the event the ratio
for the exceptional dividend is adjusted, Kering will
publish a press release on the morning of the payment
date, once the opening price of the PUMA share on the
Xetra trading venue in Frankfurt is known;

• the PUMA shares not allocated due to fractional shares
will be sold;

• in the event of a division of share ownership, and in the
absence of any specific rules, the beneficiary of the
exceptional dividend will be the beneficial owner
(usufruitier);

• the cash dividend (including the interim dividend) and
stock dividend payable to shareholders will be treated
as a distribution for tax purposes subject, for individual
shareholders whose tax residence is in France, to (i) a 12.8%
single flat- rate withholding tax (prélèvement forfaitaire
unique – PFU), as provided for under Article 200 A- 1 of
the French Tax Code (Code général des impôts) and in
effect as of January 1, 2018, or, subject to an election, to
personal income tax under a progressive scale after the
40% tax relief (Articles 200 A- 2 and158- 3- 2° of the
French Tax Code) and (ii) social withholdings;

• the dividends paid out in respect of the three years
preceding fiscal year 2017 amounted to:

                                                                                                                                  

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Fourth resolution

Renewal of the term of office 
of Yseulys Costes as a Director

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings and
having reviewed the Board of Directors’ report, the Annual
General Meeting notes that the term of office of Yseulys
Costes as a Director expires at the close of this Annual
General Meeting and decides to renew her term of office
for a term of four (4) years as provided in the Articles of
Association, to expire at the close of the Ordinary General
Meeting called to approve the financial statements for
the year ending December 31, 2021.

Fifth resolution

Renewal of the term of office 
of Daniela Riccardi as a Director

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings and
having reviewed the Board of Directors’ report, the Annual
General Meeting notes that the term of office of Daniela
Riccardi as a Director expires at the close of this Annual
General Meeting and decides to renew her term of office
for a term of four (4) years as provided in the Articles of
Association, to expire at the close of the Ordinary General
Meeting called to approve the financial statements for
the year ending December 31, 2021.

The Board of Directors acknowledges that the terms of
office of Yseulys Costes and Daniela Riccardi expire at the
end of this Annual General Meeting. The purpose of the
fourth and fifth resolutions is to renew the terms of
office of Yseulys Costes and Daniela Riccardi as Directors
for a four- year term. Their terms of office will therefore
expire at the close of the Annual General Meeting held in
2022 to approve the financial statements for the year
ending December 31, 2021.

These reappointments would preserve a suitably
balanced and diverse Board, by ensuring that Directors
with an in- depth, long-standing knowledge of the Group
provide a perfect complement to recently appointed
Directors who bring a fresh perspective on the Group and
help it evolve.

Subject to the renewal of these terms of office, at the
close of the Annual General Meeting, the Board of
Directors would therefore still be composed of eleven
members, including six independent members, seven
female members as well as a female Director
representing employees.

4th and 5th Resolutions: Reappointment of Directors

Purpose

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Remuneration paid or awarded to François- Henri Pinault, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,
for 2017, requiring the shareholders’ approval

Remuneration                                                                                                 Amounts

Fixed remuneration                                                                               €1,200,000

Comments:
• Gross fixed remuneration for 2017 adopted by the Board of Directors on March 10, 2017, acting on the recommendation

of the Remuneration Committee.

Annual variable remuneration                                                         €1,944,000

Comments:
• Variable remuneration for 2017 adopted by the Board of Directors on February 12, 2018, acting on the recommendation

of the Remuneration Committee.

• The variable remuneration of François- Henri Pinault is based on the achievement of precisely defined targets,
assessed on the basis of the Group’s results after the closing of the relevant fiscal year. Variable remuneration is
expressed as a percentage of annual fixed remuneration.

• In 2017, the Remuneration Committee maintained the variable remuneration for executive corporate officers in order
to (i) increase the linearity between the rate of achievement of the targets set and the bonus paid, and (ii) introduce
qualitative criteria.

• The intention to achieve greater linearity between the rate of the bonus awarded and the rate of achievement resulted
in the introduction of the following mechanism:

- minimum target achievement rate: 75%,

- full linearity for an achievement rate of between 75% and 100%,

- maximum of 150% potentially met when the achievement rate is 125% or more;

• The rates of achievement of the targets for 2017 were as follows:

- rate of achievement for the “consolidated recurring operating income” target: 52.5%,

- rate of achievement for the “consolidated cash flow from operations” target: 52.5%,

- rate of achievement for the “organisation and talent management” target: 10%,

- rate of achievement for the “Corporate Social Responsibility” target: 10%,

- rate of achievement for the “sustainability” target: 10%;

• Resulting in a combined rate of variable remuneration of 135% and the payment of variable remuneration of €1,944,000.

Shareholders are henceforth called upon to approve the
remuneration paid or awarded to executive corporate
officers for the previous fiscal year pursuant to new
provisions of Article L. 225- 100 II of the French Commercial
Code introduced by the French law of December 9, 2016
(“Sapin II”) on transparency, the fight against corruption

and the modernisation of the economy. The sixth and
seventh resolutions ask shareholders to approve the
remuneration paid or awarded to François- Henri Pinault,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, and Jean- François
Palus, Group Managing Director, for 2017.

6th and 7th Resolutions: Approval of remuneration paid or awarded 
to executive corporate officers for fiscal year 2017

Purpose

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Multi- annual variable remuneration                                             No payment
                                                                                                                      (9,900 KMUs exercisable but not cashed 
                                                                                                                      in during the fiscal year)                                                         

Comments:
• Since 2013, the long- term incentive system has been based on Kering Monetary Units known as “KMUs”, whose initial

value of €152 is indexed to changes in the Kering share price relative to a basket of nine Luxury and Sport & Lifestyle
securities. These KMUs have a vesting period of three years as from their grant date, after which they may be cashed in by
the beneficiaries over a two- year period (during two windows each year), based on the most recently determined value.

• At its meeting on March 10, 2017, the Board of Directors, acting on the recommendation of the Remuneration Committee,
decided to maintain the system in place of awarding a long- term performance bonus to the Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer. The grant value of this remuneration is equal to 100% of his total annual cash- based remuneration
(fixed remuneration Y + annual variable remuneration due for Y- 1).

• In this context and in accordance with the decision of the Board of Directors’ meeting on March 10, 2017, 10,471 KMUs
with a unit value of €249 at December 31, 2016, were granted to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer corresponding
to a value of €2,607,279.

• For the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, final vesting of the KMUs is contingent on meeting performance criteria
based on three indicators: recurring operating income, free cash flow from operations and recurring operating margin. If
an increase is observed in at least one of these three indicators between the average amount over the three- year vesting
period and the amount shown in Kering’s consolidated financial statements for the year preceding the year of the grant,
100% of the KMUs granted may be cashed in. Failing this, no KMUs will be cashed in.

• For information, the KMUs awarded to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer in 2015 have vested and may be cashed
in, since the attached performance condition has been met. The performance condition related to earnings per share
(EPS) and applied as follows: the number of KMUs exercisable at the end of the three- year vesting period is reduced
accordingly if the minimum average increase in earnings per share from continuing operations attributable to owners for
the period is less than 5%, and no KMUs can be exercised if the average increase is 2.5% or less.
In the case at hand, the average increase in EPS over the period in question (2015- 2017) was 21%. Consequently, the
2015 KMUs have vested.

• In 2017, the 9,900 KMUs granted to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer in 2014 became available to be cashed in at
any time between April 2017 and October 2018, insofar as they are not subject to any performance condition. Based on
the unit price of a KMU at December 31, 2017 (€581), cashing in these 9,900 KMUs could represent up to €5,751,900.

Exceptional remuneration                                                                 N / A

Comments:
• No exceptional remuneration is paid to François- Henri Pinault.

Directors’ fees                                                                                          €141,648

Comments:
• For 2017, François- Henri Pinault was paid Directors’ fees of €67,121 for his duties as Chairman of the Board of

Directors of Kering SA and €74,527 for his other offices within the Kering group.

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Remuneration paid or awarded to Jean-Francois Palus, Group Managing Director, 
for 2017, requiring the shareholders’ approval

Remuneration                                                                                                 Amounts

Fixed remuneration                                                                                   €1,181,747

Comments:
• Gross fixed remuneration for 2017 adopted by the Board of Directors on March 10, 2017, acting on the recommendation

of the Remuneration Committee, and converted at the average exchange rate over the reference period.

• At its meeting on June 18, 2013, the Board of Directors noted, on the recommendation of the Remuneration Committee,
the relocation to London of part of the Group Managing Director’s activities in the context of the deployment of the
Group’s international activities.

• Accordingly, the Board decided to implement for the Group Managing Director an employment agreement with Kering
International Ltd, a Group subsidiary governed by English law, with effect from January 1, 2017. This agreement provides
for annual remuneration of €600,000 and GBP 510,000 for 2017 with an annual adjustment clause for the amount paid
in GBP to ensure EUR / GBP parity.

• This employment agreement is linked to, and will remain in force during the Group Managing Director’s term of office and
will lapse on the termination thereof.

Allotment of stock options and / or performance shares           No allotment

Comments:
• With the long- term incentive system based on Kering Monetary Units, no performance shares or stock options were

allotted to François- Henri Pinault in 2017.

Benefits for taking up a position or termination payments        N / A                                                                                                   

Comments:
• François- Henri Pinault is not entitled to any benefits for taking up a position or termination payments.

Supplementary pension plan                                                            N / A

Comments:
• François- Henri Pinault is not covered by a supplementary pension plan.

Indemnities relating to a non- competition clause                   N / A                                                                                                   

Comments:
• François- Henri Pinault is not entitled to non- competition indemnities.

Any other benefits                                                                                 €6,476

Comments:
• François- Henri Pinault is entitled to a company car with a driver.

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Annual variable remuneration                                                         €1,586,011

Comments:
• Variable remuneration for 2017 adopted by the Board of Directors on February 12, 2018, acting on the recommendation of

the Remuneration Committee.

• The variable remuneration of Jean- François Palus is based on the achievement of precisely defined targets, assessed
on the basis of the Group’s results after the closing of the relevant fiscal year. Variable remuneration is expressed as a
percentage of annual fixed remuneration.

• In 2017, the Remuneration Committee maintained the variable remuneration for executive corporate officers in order to
(i) increase the linearity between the rate of achievement of the targets set and the bonus paid, and (ii) introduce
qualitative criteria.

• The intention to achieve greater linearity between the rate of the bonus awarded and the rate of achievement resulted in
the introduction of the following mechanism:

- minimum target achievement rate: 75%,

- full linearity for an achievement rate of between 75% and 100%, and

- maximum of 150% potentially met when the achievement rate is 125% or more;

• The rates of achievement of the targets for 2017 were as follows:

- rate of achievement for the “consolidated recurring operating income” target: 52.5%,

- rate of achievement for the “consolidated cash flow from operations” target: 52.5%,

- rate of achievement for the “organisation and talent management” target: 10%,

- rate of achievement for the “Corporate Social Responsibility” target: 10%,

- rate of achievement for the “sustainability” target: 10%;

• Resulting in a combined rate of variable remuneration of 135% and the payment of variable remuneration of €1,586,011.
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Multi- annual variable remuneration                                             No payment                                                                                 

Comments:
• Since 2013, the long- term incentive system has been based on Kering Monetary Units known as “KMUs”, whose initial

value of €152 is indexed to changes in the Kering share price relative to a basket of nine Luxury and Sport & Lifestyle
securities. These KMUs have a vesting period of three years as from their grant date, after which they may be cashed in by
the beneficiaries over a two- year period (during two windows each year), based on the most recently determined value.

• At its meeting on March 10, 2017, the Board of Directors, acting on the recommendation of the Remuneration
Committee, decided to maintain the system in place of awarding a long- term performance bonus to the Group
Managing Director. The grant value of this remuneration is equal to 80% of his total annual cash- based remuneration
(fixed remuneration Y + annual variable remuneration due for Y- 1).

• In this context, and in accordance with the decision of the Board of Directors’ meeting on March 10, 2017, 7,196 KMUs
with a unit value of €249 at December 31, 2016 were granted to the Group Managing Director corresponding to a value of
€1,791,804.

• For the Group Managing Director, final vesting of the KMUs is contingent on meeting performance criteria based on three
indicators: recurring operating income, free cash flow from operations and recurring operating margin. If an increase is
observed in at least one of these three indicators between the average amount over the three- year vesting period and the
amount shown in Kering’s consolidated financial statements for the year preceding the year of the grant, 100% of the
KMUs granted may be cashed in. Failing this, no KMUs will be cashed in.

• For information, the KMUs awarded to the Group Managing Director in 2015 have vested and may be cashed in, since the
attached performance condition has been met. The performance condition related to earnings per share (EPS) and applied as
follows: the number of KMUs exercisable at the end of the three- year vesting period is reduced accordingly if the
minimum average increase in earnings per share from continuing operations attributable to owners for the period is less
than 5%, and no KMUs can be exercised if the average increase is 2.5% or less.
In the case at hand, the average increase in EPS for the period in question (2015- 2017) was 21%. Consequently, the
2015 KMUs have vested.

Exceptional remuneration                                                                 Allotment of 5,000 KMUs

Comments:
• An exceptional award of 5,000 KMUs was granted to Jean- François Palus to reflect the Group’s progress in various areas

(PUMA performance, integration of the Luxury activities, profitable organic growth momentum, etc.). This award was
granted under the same conditions as those applicable to the plans of the Group’s employees eligible for such
remuneration.

• On the basis of 5,000 KMUs with a unit value of €249 as of December 31, 2016, the corresponding total value of the award
would be €1,245,000.

Directors’ fees                                                                                          €185,355                                                                                        

Comments:
• For 2017, Jean- François Palus was paid Directors’ fees of €60,355 for his duties as a Director of Kering SA and €125,000 for

his other offices within the Kering group.

Allotment of stock options 
and / or performance shares                                                               No allotment                                                                               

Comments:
• With the long- term incentive system based on Kering Monetary Units, no performance shares or stock options were

allotted to Jean- François Palus in 2017.

Remuneration                                                                                                 Amounts
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Sixth resolution

Approval of the remuneration paid or awarded to
François- Henri Pinault, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings,
pursuant to Article L. 225- 100 II of the French Commercial
Code, and having reviewed the Board of Directors’ report on
corporate governance, the Annual General Meeting approves
the remuneration paid or awarded to François- Henri
Pinault, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 2017, as presented in
Section 4.1 of the 2017 Reference Document.

Seventh resolution

Approval of the remuneration paid or awarded 
to Jean- François Palus, Group Managing Director, 
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings, pursuant
to Article L. 225- 100 II of the French Commercial Code,
and having reviewed the Board of Directors’ report on
corporate governance, the Annual General Meeting approves
the remuneration paid or awarded to Jean- François
Palus, Group Managing Director, for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2017, as presented in Section 4.1 of the
2017 Reference Document.

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Benefits for taking up a position or termination payments     N / A

Comments:
• Jean- François Palus is not entitled to any benefits for taking up a position or termination payments.

Supplementary pension plan                                                            N / A

Comments:
• Jean- François Palus is not entitled to a supplementary pension plan.

Indemnities relating to a non- competition clause                   N / A

Comments:
• Jean- François Palus is not entitled to non- competition indemnities.

Any other benefits                                                                                 €1,088,672

Comments:
• Since July 1, 2013, Jean- François Palus has been based in London and receives a remuneration package which is in line

with local market rates. For this reason he receives an annual residence allowance representing a total of GBP 900,000.
The allowance is in line with rates in the London real estate market. It provides the Group Managing Director and his family
with a residence in London following the relocation of his coordination activities for the Group’s international support
functions and the management of the Group’s activities. The allowance is provided (as a standard practice) to
accommodate members of the top management of an international corporation.

Remuneration                                                                                                 Amounts
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• Grant date: set in March by the Board of Directors, acting
on the recommendation of the Remuneration Committee.

• Reference performance period: 1 year.

• Instrument: cash.

• Performance conditions determining payment:

- quantitative targets (financial): free cash flow from
operations (35%) and recurring operating income (35%),

- qualitative targets (non- financial): sustainability
(10%), Corporate Social Responsibility (10%) and
talent management (10%);

• Verification of performance conditions: by the Remuneration
Committee based on the financial statements and the
reports drawn up by the managers concerned on the
achievement of the non- financial targets.

• Variable remuneration is designed to align the reward
accruing to executive corporate officers with the Group’s
annual performance and to help drive forward the
Group’s strategy year after year. Variable remuneration is
expressed as a percentage of annual fixed remuneration.

• The objective is to encourage executive corporate officers
to adopt a management approach focused on long- term
value creation.

• The principles applied in 2017 aligning criteria measuring
the Group’s performance (from both a financial and
sustainability perspective) with those defining the annual
variable remuneration for senior executives would
therefore be maintained.

Annual variable remuneration (bonus)                                         120% of fixed remuneration  
                                                                                                                      for the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.

                                                                                                                      100% of fixed remuneration 
                                                                                                                      for the Group Managing Director. 

Principles Determination criteria

• Grant date: reviewed at fairly long intervals.

• Reference performance period: current year.

• Instrument: cash.

• Performance conditions determining payment: none.

• Verification of performance conditions: N / A.

• This amount is in line with the benchmarking study including:

- 14 CAC 40 companies: Accor, Cap Gemini, Danone, Essilor
International, Lafarge, Legrand, L’Oréal, LVMH, Pernod
Ricard, Publicis Groupe, Safran, Solvay, Valeo, Vivendi,

- 13 companies from the international luxury market:
Burberry, Coach, Estée Lauder, Hermès, Hugo Boss,
L’Oréal, Luxottica, LVMH, Prada, Ralph Lauren, Richemont,
Swatch, Tiffany & Co;

• This amount takes into account the roles and responsibilities
of the two senior executives.

Principles and criteria for determining, allocating and awarding fixed, variable 
and exceptional components making up total remuneration and benefits in kind 
granted to François-Henri Pinault, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and to
Jean- François Palus, Group Managing Director, in 2018

Remuneration                                                                                                 Amounts

Fixed remuneration                                                                                       €1,200,000

Principles Determination criteria

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Pursuant to Article L. 225- 100 of the French Commercial
Code introduced by the French law (“Sapin II”) on
transparency, the fight against corruption and the
modernisation of the economy, under the eighth and
ninth resolutions, the shareholders are asked to approve,
for 2018, the principles and criteria for determining, allocating

and awarding fixed, variable and exceptional components
making up total remuneration and benefits in kind granted
to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and the
Group Managing Director, and applicable to François- Henri
Pinault and Jean- François Palus as outlined below and in
the 2017 Reference Document (“Remuneration policy”).

8th and 9th Resolutions: Approval of the 2018 remuneration policy with regard 
to executive corporate officers

Purpose
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• Exceptional remuneration corresponding to the award
of 10,000 KMUs would be paid to François- Henri Pinault,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.

• Exceptional remuneration corresponding to the award of
6,000 KMUs would be paid to Jean- François Palus, Group
Managing Director.

• In accordance with the recommendations of the
AFEP- MEDEF Code, the award of KMUs on an exceptional
basis to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and the
Group Managing Director correspond to very specific
circumstances.

• This exceptional remuneration would be paid to the two
executive corporate officers upon PUMA’s exit from the
Group, signalling the fulfilment of the objective to build a
group devoted exclusively to the Luxury business.

• The distribution of a stock dividend representing a large
portion of the PUMA shares held by Kering is part of the
strategy implemented by the two executive corporate
officers, aimed at building an integrated group generating
value for the brands across the Group following its exit from
retail activities and, once the Luxury business had
confirmed its ability to deliver profitable organic growth,
to focus the portfolio on Luxury brands.

• The KMUs would only vest subject to the beneficiaries’
continued presence within the Group.

Exceptional remuneration                                                                 €5,810,000 (corresponding to the award of
                                                                                                                      10,000 KMUs with a value of €581 at December 31, 2017)
                                                                                                                      for the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.

                                                                                                                      €3,486,000 (corresponding to the award of 6,000 KMUs 
                                                                                                                      with a value of €581 at December 31, 2017) for the 
                                                                                                                      Group Managing Director.

Principles Determination criteria

• Grant date: set in March by the Board of Directors, acting
on the recommendation of the Remuneration Committee.

• Reference performance period: 3 years.

• Instrument: Exercise of Kering Monetary Units (KMUs),
paid in cash.

• Performance conditions determining payment:

- at least one of the three accounting targets must be
achieved: free cash flow from operations, recurring
operating income, and recurring operating margin,

- failing this, no KMUs will be cashed in;

• Verification of performance conditions: by the
Remuneration Committee based on the Company’s
financial statements.

• The long- term component of executive remuneration
consists of Kering Monetary Units (KMUs), which are paid
on the same basis as the long- term remuneration plans for
other managerial- grade employees of the Group eligible
for such remuneration. However, the exercise of KMUs is
subject to performance conditions.

• The performance criteria (accounting criteria) are based on
the indicators used to assess the Group’s performance.

• The mechanism in place meets stricter requirements,
since the KMU value influences the amount actually paid
at the exercise date (cash- in period).

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

Multi- annual variable remuneration (KMUs)                               100% [fixed remuneration Y + annual variable 
                                                                                                                      remuneration due for Y-1] / Value of KMUs for the 
                                                                                                                      Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.

                                                                                                                       80% [fixed remuneration Y + annual variable 
                                                                                                                      remuneration due for Y- 1] / Value of KMUs for the 
                                                                                                                      Group Managing Director.

Principles Determination criteria
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Remuneration                                                                                                 Amounts
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Allotment of stock options 
and / or performance shares                                                               N / A                                                                                                   

Principles

• Since long- term incentive arrangements based on Kering Monetary Units are to be maintained, the 2018 remuneration
policy for executive corporate officers does not include any performance share or stock option awards.

Benefits for taking up a position or termination payments         N / A                                                                                                   

Principles

• With the 2018 remuneration policy, executive corporate officers would not be entitled to any benefits for taking up a
position or termination payments.

Supplementary pension plan                                                            N / A                                                                                                   

Principles

• With the 2018 remuneration policy, executive corporate officers would not be eligible for a supplementary pension plan.

Indemnities relating to a non- competition clause                   N / A                                                                                                   

Principles

• With the 2018 remuneration policy, executive corporate officers would not be entitled to any non- competition
indemnities.

• The current policy of allocating Directors’ fees is
maintained. Executive corporate officers would receive
Directors’ fees for some of the offices they hold within
the Group.

• The amount of Directors’ fees paid by Kering is broken
down as follows:

- a 40% fixed portion, minus a special portion corresponding
to the remuneration of the Chairs of the Audit,
Remuneration and Appointments Committees, respectively
(€23,000 each), the balance being allocated with a
coefficient of 1 by Board membership, increased by 0.5
per Committee;

- a 60% variable portion, allocated with a coefficient of 1
(2 for the Vice- Chair) per presence at each meeting of
the Board and 0.5 for each attendance of a Committee
meeting.

Directors’ fees                                                                                          The amount of Directors’ fees to be allocated for 2018 
                                                                                                                                will be calculated and assessed by the Board of Directors 
                                                                                                                      in February 2019.

Principles Determination criteria

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Remuneration                                                                                                 Amounts
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Eighth resolution

Approval of the principles and criteria for determining,
allocating and awarding fixed, variable and exceptional
components making up total remuneration and
benefits in kind granted to François- Henri Pinault,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings, and having
reviewed the Board of Directors’ report on corporate
governance referred to in Article L. 225- 100 of the French
Commercial Code and presented in section 4.2 of the
2017 Reference Document, the Annual General Meeting
approves the principles and criteria for determining,
allocating and awarding fixed, variable and exceptional
components making up total remuneration and benefits
in kind granted to François- Henri Pinault, Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer.

Ninth resolution

Approval of the principles and criteria for determining,
allocating and awarding fixed, variable and exceptional
components making up total remuneration and
benefits in kind granted to Jean- François Palus, 
Group Managing Director

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings, and having
reviewed the Board of Directors’ report on corporate
governance referred to in Article L. 225- 100 of the French
Commercial Code and presented in section 4.2 of the 
2017 Reference Document, the Annual General Meeting
approves the principles and criteria for determining, allocating
and awarding fixed, variable and exceptional components
making up total remuneration and benefits in kind granted
to Jean- François Palus, Group Managing Director.

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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Benefits in kind                                                                                       The value of any benefits in kind awarded 
                                                                                                                      to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
                                                                                                                      and to the Group Managing Director will be 
                                                                                                                      assessed at December 31, 2018.                                           

Principles

• François- Henri Pinault, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, would continue to be entitled to a company car with a driver.

• Jean- François Palus, Group Managing Director, would continue to be entitled to an annual allowance for residence in
London (amounting to GBP 900,000). The allowance provides the Group Managing Director and his family with a residence
in London following the relocation of his coordination activities for the Group’s international support functions and the
management of the Group’s activities.

Remuneration                                                                                                 Amounts
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Tenth resolution

Authorisation to be given to the Board of Directors 
to trade in the Company’s shares

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and
majority applicable to ordinary general meetings, and
having reviewed the Board of Directors’ report and the
description of the share buy- back programme, the Annual
General Meeting authorises the Board of Directors, with the
possibility to sub- delegate such authorisation, to purchase
or have purchased the Company’s shares, on one or more
occasions, at times it considers appropriate, limited 
to a number of shares representing a maximum of 10%
of the share capital at any time, in compliance with
Articles L. 225- 209 et seq. of the French Commercial Code
and the directly applicable provisions of Commission
Regulation (EC) No 596 / 2014 of April 16, 2014. This
percentage will apply to the capital adjusted to take into
account transactions with regard to the capital carried out
after this Annual General Meeting (for information purposes,
at March 1, 2018, this would represent 12,627,932 shares). In
the case of shares bought back under a liquidity agreement,
(i) the number of shares included for the calculation of the
10% ceiling corresponds to the number of shares purchased,
less any shares sold during the authorisation period, and
(ii) the maximum percentage of shares bought back by the
Company with the aim of keeping them and subsequently

exchanging them or tendering them as payment in
connection with an external growth transaction, a merger,
demerger or contribution, will be limited to 5% of the
share capital, at any time whatsoever, in compliance with
the legislation. Shares acquired by the Company may in
no event result in it holding, directly or indirectly through
subsidiaries, more than 10% of its share capital.

Acquisitions, disposals, exchanges and transfers of shares
may be made in any way under current or future laws, on all
markets, including through multilateral trading systems
(MTF) or a systematic internaliser or over- the- counter,
including by acquisition or sale of blocks (without
limiting the part of the share buy- back programme that
may be carried out in this way), such means including the
implementation of option strategies (purchase and sale
of call and put options, and all combinations thereof in
compliance with regulations in force), through a public
offering at any time, except in the case of a third party
exchange or tender offer for the Company’s shares.

Shares may be purchased, sold, exchanged or transferred
in order to:

• ensure liquidity or maintain an active secondary share
market, using an investment services provider acting
independently under the terms of a liquidity agreement
complying with the Ethics Charter recognised by the
AMF; or

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS
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The purpose of the tenth resolution is to authorise the
Board of Directors to buy back Kering shares over a
period of 18 months, excluding public offer periods,
cancelling the prior authorisation granted for the same
purpose by the Annual General Meeting of April 27, 2017.
This authorisation to trade in the Company’s shares
would be set at a maximum purchase price of €480 and
limited to a number of shares representing a maximum
of 10% of the Company’s share capital.

For information purposes, at March 1, 2018, the
Company’s share capital consisted of 126,279,322 shares.
On this basis, the maximum amount of the funds
intended for implementation of this share buy- back
programme would be €6,061,407,360 corresponding to
the buy- back of 12,627,932 shares.

The objectives that could be pursued within the scope of
these transactions involving the buy- back by the
Company of its own shares are defined in the draft
resolution and include, in particular, the cancellation by
the Company of its own shares, the grant of shares to the
Company’s employees or corporate officers within the
scope of free share plans or stock purchase option plans,
ensuring liquidity and maintaining the Company’s share
price within the framework of a liquidity agreement or
retaining the shares and where applicable selling,
transferring or exchanging them in external growth
transactions, in accordance with accepted market
practice.

10th Resolution: Authorisation to be given to the Board of Directors 
to trade in the Company’s shares

Purpose
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• use all or some of the shares acquired to meet the
obligations related to stock purchase option plans, free
share plans (for existing shares), the allotment of shares
under the French statutory profit- sharing scheme and
any other allotment to employees and executive corporate
officers, including the implementation of company
savings plans for employees and executive corporate officers
of the Company and of affiliated French or foreign
companies under the conditions and in accordance with
the terms and conditions provided for by law, and to
transfer or allocate shares to them in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations in France or any other
jurisdiction; or

• enable investment or financing by subsequently tendering
shares (in connection with an exchange, payment or
otherwise) in a transaction aimed at external growth (a
merger, demerger or contribution); or

• deliver shares on exercise of rights attached to securities
carrying rights to shares in the Company through
redemption, conversion, exchange, presentation of a
warrant or negotiation in any other way; or

• cancel all or part of the shares acquired, subject to the
authorisation granted under the 12th resolution of the
Extraordinary General Meeting of April 27, 2017 to
reduce the share capital, and under the conditions and
within the limits provided for in Article L. 225- 209 of
the French Commercial Code.

The Annual General Meeting resolves that the maximum
purchase price will be set at €480 per share (or the exchange
value of this amount on the same date in any other
currency), excluding acquisition fees. The Annual General
Meeting delegates its power to the Board of Directors,
with the possibility to sub- delegate such power in accordance
with the law or the Articles of Association, in the event of
a change in the par value of the shares, a share capital
increase by capitalisation of reserves, a free share grant,
or a share split or reverse share split, to adjust this amount
by multiplying by a factor equal to the ratio of the number
of shares comprising the capital before the transaction to
the number of shares after the transaction.

Pursuant to Article R. 225- 151 of the French Commercial
Code, the Annual General Meeting sets the total maximum
amount of the share buy- back programme, authorised
above, at €6,061,407,360 (excluding acquisition costs) given
the maximum purchase price of €480 per share that applies
to the maximum number of 12,627,932 shares that may
theoretically be acquired based on the share capital at
March 1, 2018 and excluding treasury shares.

Full powers are given to the Board of Directors, which may
be delegated in accordance with the law, to place any and
all buy and sell orders on or off the market, except during
the period of a public offer for the Company’s shares, use
or re- use the shares acquired for various objectives in
accordance with applicable laws and regulations, enter into
agreements, in particular with a view to keeping registers
of share purchases and sales, prepare all documents, perform
all formalities, make all disclosures and filings with the
AMF and any other bodies of the transactions carried out
under this resolution, set the terms and conditions for
protecting, where appropriate, the rights of holders of
securities carrying rights to shares in the Company and
beneficiaries of options in accordance with applicable
regulations and, generally, do all that will be necessary. The
Annual General Meeting also gives the Board of Directors
full powers, which may be delegated in accordance with
the law or the Articles of Association, if the law or the AMF
were to extend or supplement the objectives authorised for
share buy- back programmes, for the purpose of informing
the public of any possible changes in the programme in
relation to the changed objectives in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations.

The Board of Directors will inform the Annual General
Meeting of transactions carried out within the scope of
this resolution.

This authorisation cancels the unused part of the
authorisation for the same purpose given to the Board of
Directors by the Combined General Meeting of April 27, 2017,
in its 11th resolution and is given for a period of 18 months
from the date of this Annual General Meeting.
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Eleventh resolution

Powers for formalities

Deliberating in accordance with the rules of quorum and majority applicable to ordinary general meetings, the Annual
General Meeting grants full powers to the bearer of an original, a copy or certified extract of the minutes of this meeting
to carry out or cause to be carried out any and all filings, publication or other formalities that may be required.
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11th Resolution: Powers

Purpose

The eleventh resolution is intended to grant the necessary powers for carrying out all the formalities following the
Annual General Meeting.
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION

FORM TO BE SENT EXCLUSIVELY TO:
Kering – Direction juridique (Legal Department)

40 Rue de Sèvres – 75007 Paris
Mr, Mrs, Ms:...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
(written in capital letters)

Full address:................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Owner of: ........................ 

• registered shares, recorded in the account
• bearer shares, recorded in the account held with (1)............................................................................................................................

After having reviewed the documents attached to this form relating to the Annual General Meeting on April 26, 2018,
I hereby request that the documents and information provided for in Article R. 225- 83 of the French Commercial
Code be sent to me at the above address.

Signed in (city) ................................................on (date) .......................... 2018

NB:

• the Reference Document comprises the parent company financial statements, the consolidated financial
statements, the table of appropriation of net income (specifying the source of the amounts to be appropriated),
the Management Report of the Board of Directors, the Report on Corporate Governance of the Board of Directors,
and the Statutory Auditors’ reports. These documents supplemented by the information contained in this
brochure constitute the information provided for in Articles R. 225- 81 and R. 225- 83 of the French
Commercial Code and are available on the Company’s website: www.kering.com (Finance / AGM section).

• in accordance with paragraph 3 of Article R. 225- 88 of the French Commercial Code, shareholders owning
registered shares may, via a single request, have the Company send them the documents provided for above
at the time of each subsequent Annual General Meeting. To benefit from this option, tick this box: ❏

• in accordance with Article R. 225- 63 of the French Commercial Code, shareholders owning registered shares
may have the Company send them the documents provided for above by email at the time of each subsequent
Annual General Meeting. To benefit from this option, please indicate your email address:

........................................... @ ...........................................

Shareholders owning registered shares who have opted to receive documents by email may request that the documents
provided for above be sent by post. This request should be sent by email at least 35 days before the date of
publication of the notice of meeting to the following address: actionnaire@kering.com.
(1) Name and address of the financial intermediary managing the account.

Kering
Société anonyme (a French joint stock company) with a share capital of €505,117,288

Registered office: 40 rue de Sèvres – 75007 Paris

552 075 020 RCS Paris – SIRET 552 075 020 00 545

In accordance with Article R. 225- 88 of the French Commercial Code, from the date of the convening notice and until
the fifth day before the meeting, any shareholder owning registered shares or proving ownership of bearer shares may
fill in the following form to request that the Company send him / her the documents and information provided for in
Articles R. 225- 81 and R. 225- 83 of the French Commercial Code.

Request for additional 
documents and information
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Credit: David Sims.
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